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    第二章是文献综述。该部分按照时间顺序和研究主题，对异质性企业贸易理
论领域的理论建模文献和经验研究文献进行了综述。本文的文献综述涵盖了该领


















论建模的主要结论归纳为命题 3.1-命题 3.20（见命题与假说目录）。 
第四章是本文的经验研究。笔者采用《世界银行企业调查报告——投资环境
调查》（The World Bank’s Enterprise Surveys：Investment Climate Survey）所提供

































The ‘New new’ trade theory was motivated by empirical evidence and it accounts 
for many firm-level facts of trade that could not be explained by previous trade 
theories. 
As a branch of the ‘new new’ trade theory, the heterogeneous-firm trade theory, 
which based on the profit-maximization decisions of heterogeneous firms, tries to 
explain the differences between exporters and non-exporters as well as the impact of 
trade on firms’ scale, average productivity and the welfare of a country. 
The main theoretical papers in this field are Melitz (2003) and Bernard et al. (2003) 
with their theoretical models adding two critical elements to the new trade theory. One 
is heterogeneity in firms’ productivity and the other is the fixed market-entry costs or 
sunk entry costs. These models analyze the ‘self-selection effect’ as well as the 
‘reallocation effect’ of trade and predict that the exposure to trade will induce only the 
more productive firms to export (while some less productive firms continue to 
produce only for the domestic market) and will force the least productive firms to exit 
because only the more productive firms will be able to cover the sunk entry cost of 
exporting which is higher than that of the domestic market. Thus the average 
productivity of exporters is higher than that of the non-exporters. 
However, the predictions above are not supported by the firm-level evidence from 
China’s manufacturing industry. Some empirical studies showed that non-exporters 
are more productive than exporters on average in China which is called ‘productivity 
paradox’.  
Therefore, this thesis builds theoretical models to explain the phenomenon of 
‘productivity paradox’ based on the assumption that the sunk entry cost of the 
domestic market is higher than that of exporting. Furthermore, the main conclusions 
of the theoretical models are supported by the empirical results of this thesis. 
There are five chapters in this thesis. Chapter one is the introduction while chapter 














four theoretical models are built to explain the phenomenon of ‘productivity paradox’ 
in China and there are empirical tests in the fourth chapter. Finally, conclusions of this 
thesis are in the fifth chapter. 
According to the theoretical models and empirical results, this thesis shows that the 
phenomenon of ‘productivity paradox’ are found in the firms that engage in 
processing trade and it occurs significantly in those private firms with small scale. 
Most of these firms are located in the costal areas of China with high export intensity. 
More important, this thesis predicts that this phenomenon is partly induced by 
domestic market segmentation which could be a reason why the sunk entry cost of 
domestic market is higher than that of exporting. 
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